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Abstract

In zero-derivation, from element that belongs to a certain lexical (sub)category, by adding a zero-derivational affix, and with allowed inflectional modifications, a new lexeme is created, with absolutely the same form; similar, expanded meaning; but belonging to a different (sub)part of speech. Thus, the zero-derivational affix ensures the same (derivational) form of the new lexeme; with its own function, position, and distribution in the sentence, therefore representing a different word (sub)class; while the similar, connected, expanded meaning is achieved by cognitive mapping of the two lexemes' domains. In Macedonian, this very productive process of zero-derivation from common to proper noun is conducted by cognitively mapping the different subcategory domains of the noun class, by using metaphor and association links to semantically connect the lexemes and thus zero-derive a proper noun from a common one. E.g. ruža common n. → Ruža proper n. portrays the process when, by knowing the characteristics of the common noun - a pretty, nice-smelling flower, the hearer is expected to understand the similarity with the proper noun - the person named as Ruža will be/is as pretty and pleasant as the flower. This paper analyses the cognitive approach when zero-deriving Macedonian proper nouns from common ones.
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1. Introduction

Zero derivation is, as can be inferred from its name, a derivational process in which by adding a zero (null) derivational affix to a lexeme, from one lexical category or subcategory, a new lexeme is being formed, which belongs to a different category or subcategory and therefore has a different distribution and position in the sentence, thus, performs another function; has a similar meaning to the first lexeme; and absolutely the same (derivational) form like the first lexeme; while inflectional modifications and interventions are allowed in favour of the process. This process exists in all languages, because semantic expansion happens freely and is a result of creativity on the part of the participants in conversation. Yet, it undoubtedly becomes even more common if and when analysed from a cognitive point of view.

Namely, generally speaking, cognition refers to the person’s ability to comprehend and perceive the world around us, that is, to learning the new things on the basis of the old, already learnt facts, or understanding the new information by connecting it with the old, already acquired experience.

As far as the way of analyzing the meaning of lexical elements is concerned, the traditional model consists of extracting and identifying the meanings of the same lexical element, in which way all meanings of the given lexeme are given the same status. Thus, what is done is that the lexemes are listed and zero derivation is observed from the lexemes’ formal aspect without making a more detailed analysis of the meaning of lexemes and finding out connection between the source and the target word. Contrary to them, when analyzing the lexical meaning, the structural linguists try to find a common element which will unite all meanings that one lexeme has. However, this is not necessary at all; what is more, it can be even wrong considering the fact that the zero derived element does not carry in itself the semantic domain that the element has had in the source word class. Therefore, due to the need for a different and more systematic study of the language notions, cognitive linguistics has been recently developed as a separate part of the language study. The proponents of this theory claim that the systematic analysis of meaning should be based on the person’s cognitive ability, that is, on the ability to perceive the world around us.

According to Saeed (1997: 299), the linguistic knowledge is part of the general cognition. The cognitive linguists emphasise the difference between the formal and the functional approach to the language. The first, to which the generative grammar belongs, is often
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connected with the understanding that knowledge of linguistic structures and rules forms an autonomous module, independent of the other mental processes for attention, memory and thinking. In that aspect, the study of linguistic semantics blurs the difference between the language knowledge and the encyclopedic knowledge from real life. As far as the second – functional - approach is concerned, which is maintained by the cognitive linguists, differentiating linguistic levels of analysis harms our language perceptions, since never can syntax be independent of semantics and pragmatics.

In the cognitive-linguistic literature, the meaning is based on the conventional concept structures. In this way, the semantic structure is formed to show the mental categories which people create on the basis of their behaviour and world experience. The cognitive linguists agree with the suggestion that Lakoff and Johnson (1980) make - that metaphor is the basic element in our categorization of the world as well as in the reflective processes. Thus, in cognitive linguistics, the metaphor is considered to be a basic instrument for the word’s semantic expansion, that is, it maps the meaning of one lexical element from one domain onto another, when the meanings that superficially do not seem to be able to be connected, but the speaker regards as close and possible to be connected, are practically connected indeed.

Flavell, Miller and Miller (2002: 5-26) think that cognition embraces two parallel and complementary aspects which are called assimilation and accommodation. The first refers to adapting the stimulations from outside to our own inner mental structures, while accommodation is an opposite or complementary process – a process of adapting the mental to the outer stimulations structures. This system does not only make a mental copy of what has been experienced, but with assimilation the outer data is being interpreted and constructed with regards to the person’s existing cognitive system; whereas with accommodation, the cognitive system is minimally changed to explain the outer data structure. In this continuous trial to adapt and assimilate the new, previously unassimilated elements from the surroundings, cognitive development occurs.

Nonetheless, cognitive linguistics, as a separate branch of linguistics, has its own, special approach to language, and the language development is based on one’s power to perceive, while the people perceive by finding similarities of the new elements with the respective prototype of the given category. This shows that the inner structure of the word meaning is not autonomous and unique but it depends on our general stand on the world, whereas the word meaning is analysed on the basis of similarity with the prototype; more precisely, with the natural class of the lexeme.

When it comes to the prototype, it is the most prominent member of one category, and, Rosch (1977) by researching psychology, classifies the new notions in terms of their similarity with such an element. Namely, the more the notion resembles the prototype, the bigger the prospects are for it to be listed in a certain category. This means the role of the prototype is of immense importance in the cognitive study of the meanings of one lexeme because all semantic variants of one lexeme are connected with the prototype through closer or farther links by using metaphor, while the language users understand the abstract concepts by using physical experience. Hence, the principles of cognitive semantics are: to determine the prototype of one lexical category, and to make similarities and connections between the prototype and the other meanings of the lexeme, as well as to understand the role of the metaphor as an instrument for semantic expansion.

In the Macedonian literature there is no author who explicitly talks about zero derivation, but there are studies which treat the conversion of the lexeme from one lexical category or subcategory to another when using no overt affix, that is, by using a zero derivational affix. This proves that the process does exist in Macedonian (although named differently), but it is not studied enough or not paid sufficient scientific attention. What is even more, and worth noting here, is that it is definitely not seen through the prism of cognitive research.

Therefore, by using the knowledge of the process of zero derivation in English and by transferring the research findings of that language structure to Macedonian, the paper analyses a subtype of this phenomenon, that is, how proper nouns are zero derived from common nouns in Macedonian, by making cognitive transfer from one domain to another, thus expanding the semantics of the source lexeme.

2. Materials and Methods

This subtype of the process analyses the cases when the common noun is used as a source lexeme, from which the speaker takes the hearer to another lexeme, which, as a result of the process, is a proper noun. The transfer from one domain – common noun, to another – proper noun is made by semantically expanding the source lexeme, by using metaphor and by making association links between the existing and the resultant lexeme, that is, by finding similarities between the lexeme on the left and the person who should be named on the right. Thus, by applying the cognitive approach and by connecting the old, known lexeme on the left, the speaker names the person on the right; in which way they zero derive a proper noun. The new, proper noun embodies the semantic expansion of the old, common noun. Cognition is present here in the conceptual understanding of the similarities between the referents of both nouns used in the process. The corpus for this paper consists of lexemes that have been taken from Macedonian grammar books, dictionaries, or have been heard in everyday conversation but also noted in literary/poetic expression, while the sentence context has been structured either by the author or it has been taken from sources cited after the examples.
This type of zero deriving proper from common nouns will be analysed through three types:

2.1 The first type is represented by zero derived proper nouns, which name people:

роза → Роза: Има една роза во дворот. → Нашата нова сосетка се вика Роза.

[роза → Роза: има една роза во дворот. → нашата нова сосетка се вика роза.]

rose → Rose: There is one rose in the yard. → Our new neighbor is called Rose.

Here, the meaning, that is to say, the semantic implication is being transferred from common noun to a person’s name when it refers to the fact that the person is named after the object or the plant that already exists. Thus, for example, the person called Роза gets its name after the flower роза, when with this process of zero derivation similarity in beauty between the flower and the girl is imposed. Therefore, as the rose is beautiful, so is the person who is given this name and contains the same characteristic on which the semantic closeness is based. Such lexemes are the following ones:

искра → Искра
[искра → Iskra
sparkle → Sparkle]

dуня → Дуња
[дуня → Dunja
quince → Quince]

ящода → Јагoda
[yashoda → Jagoda
strawberry – Strawberry]

невен Невен
[неven → Neven
marigold → Marigold]

That this is a kind of zero derivation which is productive in the poetic expression and, in future, will be much more present in the language taking into account the formal and grammar limitations, and which occurs with a simple metaphoric transfer of meaning based on the cognitive abilities of the participants in the conversation, is being shown with the examples in continuation:

немир → Немир: Не можам да се осlobodam од овој немир. → Крстенник да ми беше, со Немир би те крстел ...

[nemir → Nemir: не можам да се ослободам од овоj nemir. → крстенник да mi беше, со nemir bi te крстел ...]

anxiety → Anxiety: I can’t get rid of this anxiety. → If I were your godfather, I would name you Anxiety.

М.М. p. 22

загуба → Загуба: Несреќата предизвика голема загуба. → ... на замин Загубо зборни mi: сакан моj самик.

These two examples are taken from the excerpted works Makedonski monolog (1969) and Izgrev (1989) respectively, both written by the Macedonian poet Gane Todorovski. This poet’s poetry collections have been chosen because his poetic expression does not accept an absolute system of forms, but he is rather playful with words and that is exactly what creates new individual forms which can be used out of the poetic text itself. This kind of creativity being developed in poetry is then transferred in everyday life, where all newly formed words can be freely used.

However, in these two examples, what is noticeable is the motive to transfer the semantic similarity from the common to the proper noun when naming the person, and, in that way, the speaker shows their creativity to form proper names, through zero derivation, on the basis of metaphoric transfer and identical morphology. If the common noun nemir means absence of peace and calmness, the semantic expansion enables the speaker to be creative when naming the person as such that causes anxiety, discomfort, and absence of peace. Due to this, the person is given this name. The mutual semantic implication connects the two end domains: the condition when there is absence of peace and the person who causes such condition.

2.2 The second type is represented with proper names that name places, which are zero derived from common noun lexemes:

измбор → Избор: Тие често одат на изборот Разчеке. → Тоj потекнуva od селото Избор.

[измбор → Izvor: tie често одат на изворот Разчеке. → тоj потекнува od селото izvor.]

spring → Spring: They often go to the Rašče spring. → His origin is from the Spring village.

The same similarity between the common and the proper noun is present here, too, as are the same motives from which the place or the location receive their name. Namely, in the case with the lexeme Izvor, which as a common noun means a place from where something comes or originates, by making metaphoric transfer, that is, by denoting a location from where something springs, the village in Veles, Izvor, has been named.

The following lexemes also belong to this group:

треска → Треска
[треска → Treska
shake → Shake]

бор → Бор
The result of the research shows that zero derivation from common to proper noun in Macedonian is a very easy and productive process when a new lexeme – proper noun - is created on the basis of the old lexeme – the common noun. In this way, by using metaphorical transfer and by making association links between the word whose meaning we know and the new notion that needs to be named, the naming of that notion is easily done. Actually, the new, zero derived element that gives a proper name to an entity is produced when a similarity is found between the meaning of the common noun and the new referent that needs to be named. When making the

1. **Figure 1** Zero derivation from common to proper noun

3. Results and discussion

The result of the research shows that zero derivation from common to proper noun in Macedonian is a very easy and productive process when a new lexeme – proper noun - is created on the basis of the old lexeme – the common noun. In this way, by using metaphorical transfer and by making association links between the word whose meaning we know and the new notion that needs to be named, the naming of that notion is easily done. Actually, the new, zero derived element that gives a proper name to an entity is produced when a similarity is found between the meaning of the common noun and the new referent that needs to be named. When making the
naming - the speaker, and when understanding it - the hearer, rely on the cognitive approach and the association links between the two lexemes in question. The easiness with which this process is realized makes it very productive in Macedonian, while as for the characteristics that mark it, it is marginal because the only (formal) difference between the two lexemes is in the first letter, that is, the zero derived, proper noun is written with a capital first letter, and full, because the new lexeme fully accepts the characteristics of the word subgroup whose member it is/becomes, so that its linguistics behaviour fits the new subpart of speech.

Conclusions

As could be concluded from the research done for this study and the discussion presented so far - that the process of zero derivation from common to proper noun, like the whole process of zero derivation, is a very productive mechanism for creating new words with which the vocabulary combination opportunities are increased and this is a process especially characteristic of analytical languages, while far less present in Slavic languages, the following is worth noting: namely, the vocabulary fond changes, is filled in and extends in several ways, and one of these is forming new words on the basis of the ‘alive’, productive models. Of course, language creators are all people who use it. It can be that one word does not exist in the language at a certain moment, but it will appear in a person’s speech as a result of a spontaneous or conscious creative act by using a productive word formation model. This means it is potentially contained in the model. It can be incidental, accidentally emerged and, when the speech ends, that word will end too, but it can also be successful when, by being repeated by several speakers, it will take its own place in the language. Certainly, the participants in the conversation do not know all the words, and, when they form new lexemes, they use cognition, intuition and the previous experience, so that on the basis of the model, when lacking a word that they need, they create a lexeme which will better express their thought. In that way, they achieve two goals: be verbal and form words. This is exactly what is being done with the process of zero derivation and, more specifically, with this subtype of the process, from common to proper noun, because the noun category domain is mapped: we transfer the semantics of the first, common noun to the notion (person, place, newspaper, magazine) that we want to name and form a proper noun. Nevertheless, what aids this transfer of meaning between the lexemes and this easy understanding of the newly formed, zero derived proper noun is made possible with the cognitive approach and its essence to connect the meaning of the second lexeme due to knowing the semantics of the first element. We see that this process does exist in Macedonian and is likely to be more present and productive due to the need for faster, (technologically) more advanced communication, and speaker’s more creative expression.
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